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A Case Study by EngageMint

STRATEGIC PLAN

Becoming more
Fan-Centric

WIN THE
CAMPUS

With the goal of increasing fan affinity for the FIU brand, President Mark
Rosenberg and Athletic Director Pete Garcia hired EngageMint in 2018 to help build
emotional connections with their fans. The leadership team at FIU knew there was
no silver bullet solution to a multi-factor challenge in a complex University
ecosystem.
To kick off the relationship, FIU and EM conducted surveys to FIU Alumni and
students to learn their discretionary income spending habits and entertainment
preferences. A guiding insight told us 54% of FIU alumni were not football fans, and
20% of alumni had never attended a football game. On a positive note, 59% of alums
felt connected or extremely connected to FIU…yet 21% did not attend games because of
a lack of pride. For students and alumni alike, social events with friends and family
was the most popular entertainment option.
Based on this data, an FIU strategic plan was created for fan engagement. Not
something to sit on the shelf, the plan was supplemented with an operational
workplan to tackle all the initiatives leading up to the 2018 season.
One of the biggest areas of focus was to Win Gameday. In creating new gameday
experiences for fans and sponsors on gameday, the EngageMint (EM) team worked
with FIU to bring in a new stadium concessionaire, improve efficiency of parking
lots and create more engaging alumni foundation activations.

WIN THE
COMMUNITY

WIN GAMEDAY
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Campus
Collaboration
Athletics, EM & Student Life worked to
create the Sunblazers (student-fan group).
FIU was able to build grassroots support for
athletics through students with over 20
unique student-led events throughout the
season.
Athletics and EM worked with External
Relations to rebuild communications and
workflows that had been hindering shared
goals.
Athletics and EM facilitated the first ever
"Panther Pride Training Camp", FIUspecific customer service trainings for over
250 campus representatives and third
parties with a role on gameday.
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Retrospect: A Look Back
With new insights on their potential fans, FIU had to make Saturdays
less about the team on the field, and more about the celebration of the
University with friends and family. One of the key elements of Winning
Gameday was mapping out uniquely FIU and Miami "neighborhoods"
within the stadium to add authentic entertainment value.
In one of the most unique stadium entrances in college football, FIU
worked with EM to transform their busiest gate entrance and atrium into
an authentic Everglades environment to honor the University's rich
history and current endeavors to preserve the environment. Working
with Van Wagner Sports & Entertainment, the unique environment
caught the attention of the Miccosukee Indian Tribe, native to the
Everglades. The Miccosukee Indian Tribe became a part of the
storytelling process, sponsoring the "neighborhood" for three years in a
deal that brought over 100% ROI and re-opened a larger relationship
between the Tribe and University. More than 59% percent of fans
entered through the gates and into "The Glades" throughout the season,
and more still came from other sides of the stadium to experience the
unique area and concessions.

OVERARCHING KEY LEARNING
Every school has unique challenges based on

Football gamedays must be treated as a campus wide

location, community and campus culture, its

celebrations, where cross-campus partners are

students and alumni, and its resources. Best

incentivized and held accountable to specific roles

practices are helpful, but unique systems and

on gameday. By turning gamedays into a University

processes must be created according to your

celebration, you can minimize the impact of on-field

specific customers and fans.

performance.

